Towable Genset Plus Light Tower:
A New Generator Solution
Baldor has a new portable lighting solution for various applications, including construction,
drilling, farming and agriculture, landscaping, road repair and more. Baldor Towable generators,
which have been around special events and construction for several years, can
now be equipped with a 30 foot telescoping light tower kit.
The towable light tower kit is easy to use and extremely portable. Available for
the Baldor TS35T through TS80T towable generators, assembly of the light
kit takes about two hours to mount. You simply remove the unit from the
shipping pallet, install the special designed brackets and ballast box (no
drilling required) and attach the self contained telescoping light mast. The ﬁnal
step is to plug the provided cord into a 120-volt/50 amp twistlock outlet provided
on the generator control panel.
Like traditional light towers, the quality of the light is easy on the eyes and excellent for
nighttime work. With the tower kit attached, the mast can rise to a maximum height of
30 feet and offers 360 degree rotation. Four 1,000 watt metal halide lamps are enclosed
in durable cast aluminum elliptical ﬁxtures. And, because the TS gensets are rated at well
over the 4 kW necessary to run all four lights, there’s plenty of extra power to supply any
other electrical items.
Baldor TS generators are constructed with superior sound
attenuation and are very quiet. When combined with a light
tower kit, the combination offers a huge beneﬁt
to the rental and construction markets. A great
match for special events as the generator offers
1 and 3 phase voltage selection with run times of
over 24 hours at half load. Another beneﬁt is its
portability. The light tower kit can be installed in
the ﬁeld or ordered as a completely installed unit
from the factory.

Easy
to use,
portable
and attached
to a generator so quiet you can
stand beside it and carry on a normal conversation, the Baldor TS genset
and light tower combination is an excellent solution for a variety of special
event and construction applications.
 TSLM35T light combo sitting
beside a traditional Baldor light tower

TSLM35T
What is included in the kit?

Tower Kit Standard Features

Ballast Box

5-7 acres light coverage			

Self contained light bar with elliptical fixtures

30’ mast height

4—1,000 watt metal halide lamps

Zinc plated mast material

Telescoping mast with manual winch

360 degree tower rotation

Mast supports and yoke

Coiled mast cord

Left and right outrigger

Forklift pockets for easy mounting

Outrigger jacks

65 mph maximum wind load rating

Wiring harness

Fits TS35T genset

Hardware kit

TSLM80T
Additional Features
• 12 Vdc electric hoist for vertial lift winch

• Adaptable mounting brackets

• Raise/lower switch for electric winch located
in engine bay behind lockable enclosure doors

• Fits TS45T, TS60T, or TS80T gensets.

About Baldor ModExpress™
ModExpress is a unique Baldor customer service. It started with the motor products several years
ago and has been adapted to other product lines. Baldor offers ModEx choices to several generator
products: stationary standby units and mobile gensets, such as the featured TS35T. The purpose of
ModEx is to offer customers who purchase a base unit several accessory choices that can be factory
installed in 2-3 days or in some cases field installed. This adds value for the customer in several ways
including quick delivery and cost savings. A huge benefit to the customer as they are not talked into
buying features that will never be used. Baldor’s ModExpress really is …
”A New Concept in Generator Power.”
For information about the new TS35T generator light tower combination contact a Baldor District Office near you.
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